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Abstract: The recent developments in consumer society have led to growing interest in packaging as a branding factor. Product package as a visual sign of brand features and product quality is a topical issue both for brand managers and product designers. Package has become an important marketing communications medium as the more traditional ways of marketing (such as mass-media advertising) have lost their grip on consumers and no longer provide the wanted results. In the first part of the paper, a literature review of product package as a visual sign of brand features is introduced. Package design is discussed both from design and branding (marketing) perspectives, and comparisons between these approaches are made. A model of six principles for effective packaging [1] is applied to cover both design and branding perspectives. In the second part of the paper, a case study of a European gift chocolate producer is introduced. The case study explores a package design project in which a multidisciplinary team created new packaging design concepts for a gift chocolate brand. The paper concludes that package design is a crucial element in strategic branding. It is illustrated that package design improvements require multidisciplinary teamwork including designers, brand managers and engineers. New package design concepts need to be innovative as well as fulfill requirements of being experimental, emotional, informational and functional for shoppers and product users. Finally, the problems in traditional package design process are discussed and ways to improve strategic brand building with package design are suggested.
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1. Introduction

Over the past few years, there has been a growing interest towards packaging and especially on package design[1]. A consumer product package is no longer considered only a decorated carrier of a product, but package is more often understood as a strategic medium for brand communication. Expressive visual package designs are employed to support marketing communications and brand strategies especially in low-involvement consumer product categories, where product differentiation is more or less a necessity.[1,2,3] Trends in the packaging industry and the interest towards more expressive designs can be seen as reflections of contemporary consumer behavior and the emergence of new marketing ideologies. The developments of dream society [4] and experience economy [5] have led to new interpretations of the product concept, and success is increasingly dependent on the positive meanings and associations products communicate.[6,7,8]

Although package’s crucial role at the point of purchase has been acknowledged since industrialization and the emergence of supermarkets [9], there can be identified three main reasons why packaging has remained a topical concern of marketing communications and branding decisions even today: First, given the amount of brands in the market and the varied range that consumers find at the point of purchase companies are forced to differentiate their products. In cluttered markets a distinctive design of product package is an effective way to gain consumer notice. [2,10,11] Second, it is estimated that the majority of product decisions are made at the point of purchase. When consumers are scanning packages on the store shelves, perception is rapid, and quick recognition is important for inclusion in the decision process. [12,13] Third, the traditional means of advertising have lost their grip on consumers. Consumers do no longer respond to audiovisual messages which they get an overflow of from all media channels. Given that consumers make most of their purchase decisions at the point of purchase, only a very few advertising messages stay in consumers’ memory this far. [1,3,8] These features describe the current context of packaging and set the basis for packaging design objectives.

This paper explores the relationship between package design and strategic branding and seeks new insights for building brand strategies for packaged consumer products. First the relationship between package design and branding (marketing) is discussed on the basis of existing research and literature, and then the relationship is examined through a case study representing a European gift chocolate producer. Finally the complexities of package design process and brand management are discussed and ways to improve package design as strategic branding are suggested.

1 Package design is generally understood as the visual appearance of a product package and having two basic components, graphics and structure [11]. In this paper, package design is defined as a composition of colours, shape(s) and graphics created by a designer.
2. Product Package as a Visual Sign of Brand Features

A walk in a supermarket is like enjoying a crosscut exhibition of good and bad packaging. In the best examples, a brand stands out from the competitors due to its unique package design. With a smart and visually appealing package design, brand is not just a packaged product on a shelf but it provides a unique solution to the needs of the shopper and user. In the contrary examples, a brand is not recognized or no attention is paid to it since the package design is just too diffuse or too conventional to be noticed.

Package needs to speak for the brand at the very crucial moment shoppers are scanning the different product options on the supermarket shelves. In addition to package’s role as attention catcher in a supermarket (or other point of purchase), package design also needs to provide extra value for people interacting with it after the purchase situation. Therefore, package design is not just about gaining attention, but it is also strengthening the brand message and providing shoppers and product users extra value through experimental, emotional, informational and functional package qualities.

Since brands compete on shoppers’ attention at the point of purchase, several studies have been carried out to understand how consumers respond to different packaging designs. Color is recognized to be the most powerful one of the package design elements (in comparison with shape and graphics). Colors help shoppers to categorize products and recognize brands especially among daily products. Using a color as a cue can be potentially strong association, particularly when it is unique to a particular brand. Brand colors attract attention, evoke aesthetic response, and convey meanings on the product and product class. [8,13,14,15,16] In addition to colors, package design has been studied, for example, with focus on verbal and visual elements [17], graphic variables [15], and pictures [18]. The overall visual appearance of a package has also inspired researchers to conduct studies on how consumers choose between the different packages at the point of purchase [12,20,21]. Underwood [8] has explored the role of packaging as a part of brand identity and marketing communication. He argues that packaging communicates brand personality via multiple structural and visual elements and suggests that packaging is an essential brand communication vehicle. Also other studies [12, 13, 15, 16, 20] emphasize package’s role in marketing and brand communication.

3. The Six Principles of Effective Packaging

Young [1] outlines six principles for effective packaging to better address the needs of consumers (shoppers), and hence, build more competitive strategies for packaged consumer products. He argues that while it is not possible to reduce package design to a formula, there are several core principles consistently linked to successful designs. The six principles are: (1) Design for visibility, (2) Design for shop-ability, (3) Design for differentiation, (4) Design for a single clear message, (5) Design to drive consumption, and (6) Design for sustainability.

Good package design often means good branding especially for daily products. However, designers are not experts on branding and managers are not experts on package design. There are often misunderstandings on the package design objectives between package designers and brand managers, since they approach package design from different perspectives. While designers may be interested in finding new ways of expressing brand features in form of colors, typeface, illustrations, material choice, shape and usage mechanisms, brand managers generally place their focus on sales and brand recognition. This is not to say that design and branding always have different goals, but rather to suggest that in order to improve package design in an efficient way, more conscious cooperation between the two fields of expertise would be fruitful. The picture on the next page illustrates how the six principles for effective packaging [1] can be linked with brand perspective. Each design principle is evaluated from the brand context and brand strategy is worked together with package design process.

Design for visibility (1) stands for gaining attention at the point of purchase, but it is also important to consider the visuals that build brand identity and make the brand recognizable. Similarly, design for shop-ability (2) does not only mean providing shoppers an easy choice, but it also about giving shoppers a new reason (motivation) to buy a certain brand and. Design for differentiation (3) is probably the most pronounced principle of package design, but what differentiation means in a particular product category and in what ways brand is to be differentiated require careful analysis from both designers (visual experts) and brand managers (brand experts). Design for one clear message (4) is often forgotten in package design process since brand managers want to emphasize several features of a brand. Prioritizing the brand characteristics will help package designers to focus on the essential. Design to drive consumption (5) builds on the fact that package design is more or less a tool to sell a product better. Brand recognition is built rather in the usage context (typically home) than during a quick shopping tour. Finally, everything in a package (visuals, information, material, shape etc.) communicates about the company producing it. Design for sustainability (6) should no longer be an option but a must for everyone (designer, producer, shopper etc.) to consider.

---

2 Daily products sold in a supermarket are an example of low involvement products. A product is considered low involving when decision-making process is short and the product purchase is not very relevant (for that person).
4. A New Package Design for a Gift Chocolate Brand

A European producer of chocolates wanted to improve their gift chocolate brand with a new design\(^3\). The brand management objective was to uplift the brand with a package design that would attract new customers in the increasingly competitive market. During the last decade, the European gift chocolate industry has become more diverse and the market has boomed for hand-made chocolate products that are sold in specific small boutiques. Following this development, factory-produced chocolates have been losing their appeal and the need to differentiate the gift chocolates with smart and aesthetic package designs is even a more crucial for brand success than it was few years ago.

In order to provide a solution to the challenging package design task, the six principles of effective packaging [1] were experimented in practice with a student team. A multidisciplinary and multicultural team of four master-level students was selected to give their package design solution for a gift chocolate brand. Since the team members had their undergraduate degrees in business management, marketing, engineering and graphic design, they were able to look at the package design challenge from various angles and aim for a holistic solution. The cultural diversity within the team was also an advantage since the gift chocolate brand was sold in various markets.

The team was given a brief by the brand management and they had the opportunity to interview in-house package design engineers as well as get a tour in the factory to see the packaging processes in practice. The students had two supervisors from the academia who were able to provide theoretical knowledge on design, branding and packaging. The mixture of theory and practice combined with the eagerness of the student team to show their skills for a remarkable company created a fruitful working climate for package design project.

The six principles for effective packaging [1] functioned as the key framework for the project. Each principle was studied both theoretically and empirically. Students read literature on the topics, had workshops and discussions with supervisors as well as learned from sharing and exchanging knowledge within the multidisciplinary team. The team conducted several interviews in the company, analyzed different gift chocolate packages and made market observations in three European countries. As a result of bridging theory with practice the new applied model on six principles for effective package design 3. Unfortunately the company name or the new package design concepts cannot be shown in this paper. However, the case study is described in a best possible way to indicate the problems in the package design process and to explain why in the traditional approaches to package design do not allow strategic brand building.

\(^3\) Unfortunately the company name or the new package design concepts cannot be shown in this paper. However, the case study is described in a best possible way to indicate the problems in the package design process and to explain why in the traditional approaches to package design do not allow strategic brand building.

![Picture 1: Six principles of effective packaging and brand perspective, modified from Young [1]](image-url)
packaging emerged (Picture 1). The applied model shown and discussed in the previous chapter builds a bond between package design objectives and brand management.4

Of the six principles, the team focused especially on principles two and three, design for shop-ability and design for differentiation. These principles were also emphasized by the brand management, since the other principles were more sensitive for change. The elements for visual brand recognition and brand characteristics (design principles one and four) were defined by the brand management and could not be modified. These were approached more as the foundation for the new package designs, rather than features to alter. The fifth principle, design to drive consumption, was considered in one concept which promoted a seasonal package design. Since the student team was environmentally-minded from the beginning, the sixth principle on design for sustainability was considered throughout the project. They considered sustainability a crucial value for packaging on the basis of their own values and what they had experienced in an international packaging trade fair.

Finally, the students considered the logistics perspective to package design: “Design for logistics”. This was not mentioned in the Young’s [1] model, but it became evident during the project that good package design also meets the requirements for secondary packaging and transportation.

The project resulted in two new package design concepts for the brand. The team had altered the shape, size and material of packaging5 so that it could better serve the purpose (gift-giving) and the context of use. The new package concepts provided unique features for the brand to stand out from the competitors and to build a new niche for factory produced chocolates. One concept was a seasonal (Christmas) product, and the other, a more emotional and experimental expression of the brand’s identity. Both concepts were very much appreciated and liked by the brand management. However, neither of the concepts could be placed in production since they were not possible to produce with the existing packaging machinery.

5. Conclusion and Summary

This paper discussed the relationship between design and branding and how this relationship could be improved with more co-creative working process. The applied model on Young’s [1] six principles for effective packaging provides a framework for package designers and brand managers to work together towards common objectives. The package design process is generally conducted in a linear manner that does not allow much space for the brand to develop. A more profound cooperation between package design and brand management is therefore needed. In this way, there are better chances for new successful package designs to emerge.

However, just as was illustrated in the case study, even good package design solutions may face rejection due to technical preconditions. Even if the multidisciplinary team was able to provide innovative package design solutions that fulfilled experimental, emotional, informational and functional requirements of the gift chocolate brand, the concepts could not be taken into production. Therefore, the cooperation between designers, brand managers and engineers is not enough. Management commitment is also needed to make any packaging improvements real.

The case serves as an example of common phenomena within consumer product industry. Brand managers want to improve brand communication with more appealing and innovative package designs. Package design team is called to create new concepts that express the brand identity and provide shoppers and users a unique package experience. When the concepts are ready, technical preconditions for production are evaluated. In many cases, the new package concepts have to be placed aside since the current packaging machinery is not able to produce new innovative forms of packaging and investments on new machinery would be too expensive.

“We often find that breaking the rules – with revolutionary designs that diverge from category’s visual norms – is what creates differentiation and drives success.” [1] However, these rules cannot be broken as long as producers are dependent on current packaging technology. In the beginning of the case study it was expected that closer cooperation between designers, brand management and technical experts would provide the solution to better and more expressive visual package designs. The end result of the case study indicated that the problem was not so much between design and branding, but it was the technology that was limiting new solutions to become real.

As a conclusion it is summarized that package design and branding can go well together if the objectives are worked together by package designers, brand management, and technical experts. Principles of effective packaging should match with principles of effective branding in the product category. Still, cooperation between package designers, brand managers and engineers does not reach strategic level unless the whole company agrees on the strategic importance of packaging.

More research on managing the multidisciplinary aspects of package design process and more practical solu-

---

4 The applied model was constructed after the package design project which means that it was not used as such during the project. However, the multidisciplinary student team’s work on package design task contributed to the idea of evaluating each design principle from branding perspective.

5 The overall visual appearance and colors were kept similar to the existing version in order to maintain brand recognition.
tions for integrating design, branding (marketing) and technology would be welcome. A package has several functions and in order to excel in those functions multidisciplinary ways of working are needed. Package design can serve as an excellent tool for strategic branding, but before the tool can be used it has to be taken seriously. Package design needs to be lifted from its inferior role as a decorated surface and understood as a strategic building block of brand strategies.
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